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Abstract:

To be updated

Biography:

Research Interest

Research in the Kennedy lab is directed at understanding the biology of ageing and translating research discoveries into

new ways of delaying, detecting, preventing and treating human ageing and associated diseases.

Current Research Projects

Several research strategies are employed to understand the biology of human ageing and to develop translational

approaches. We use multiple model organisms and systems for these purposes, relying on non-vertebrates for discovery-

based approaches to generate hypotheses regarding ageing mechanisms and studies in mammals to test hypotheses and

to develop translational strategies. Specific projects include:

Systems biology strategies to understand ageing – Using the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we employ large-scale

genetic and molecular approaches to define how pathways controlling ageing interact in a network. Recently, we published

a full genome analysis of replicative ageing, the number of divisions one yeast mother cell can undergo. Surprisingly, it is

relatively easy to extend replicative lifespan, as nearly 250 long-lived gene deletions were identified. Currently, we are

generating an epistasis network to define how these genes interact, and combining this with detailed analysis of specific

long-lived mutants. In addition, we have identified drugs that extend yeast lifespan and seek their mechanism of action.

We are also active with the nematode C. elegans, using it primarily as a short-lived multicellular species in which to define

which yeast ageing pathways are conserved.

Murine longevity and studies and disease models – Several approaches are employed to identify the mechanisms

governing mammalian ageing. Primary focus is on the mTOR pathway, which is intimately linked to ageing. Reduced

mTOR signalling, for instance by treatment with rapamycin, extends both lifespan and healthspan, the disease-free and

functional period of life. We use genetic and pharmacologic strategies to modify mTOR activity, with the goal of

determining in which tissues mTOR modulates ageing, the temporal nature of interventions and, importantly, the pathways

downstream of mTOR that transmit age-related signals. Other lines of experimental investigation are aimed at

understanding BCAA metabolism and disease and understanding how altered nuclear lamin function is linked to ageing

and diseases.
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